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1. Introduction. In [1, p. 97], Bruck and Bose ask the question " Has every (right)
Veblen-Wedderburn system finite dimension over its left operator skew-field?" It is the
purpose of this note to show that, in general, this question has a negative answer.

We recall that, in [1], the left operator skew-field of a Veblen-Wedderburn system </?, + , .>
is defined to be the subsystem <F, + , .> consisting of those elements xeR satisfying, for all
a, beR,

(i)x.(a + b) = x.a+x.b,
(i\)x.(a.b) = (x.a).b
The Veblen-Wedderburn systems considered in this paper will be (right) near-fields

<F, + , .) with the additional property
(P) for all a, b, ceF, a # b, there exists one and only one element xeF such that

xa = xb + c.
We recall that a near-field is an algebraic system <F, + , . ) such that + and. are associative

binary operations on F, <F, +> is a group with identity 0 (say), <F— {0}, .> is a group and
(a+b). c = a. c+b. c for all a, b, c e F. As usual a. c will be written ac and the multiplicative
identity denoted by 1.

The near-fields satisfying property (P) are called planar by Zemmer [4] and projective by
Kerby [2].

The kern of a near-field <F, + , .> is defined to be the set K(F) = {aeF\ a(b+c) = ab+ac
for all b, ceF}. <AT(F), + , .> is a subskew-field of Fand <F, +> is a (left) vector space over
K(F). In particular, the kern of F is the left operator skew-field of F (considering F as a
Veblen-Wedderburn system). Moreover, if the dimension of <F, + > over K(F) (i.e. [F: K(F)])
is finite, then <F, + , .> is a planar near-field (see [2] and [4]).

Both Kerby and Zemmer give examples of near-fields not satisfying property (P). Kerby
also gives an example of an infinite near-field satisfying (P). We use the methods of Kerby
to construct infinite planar near-fields (hence Veblen-Wedderburn systems) which are infinite
dimensional over K{F) (i.e., over their left operator skew-fields).

In our construction of infinite planar near-fields, we use the concept of " coupling map "
defined in [3]. For the sake of completeness, we give this definition.

DEFINITION. Let (R, +,.} be a ring and End0 R be the semigroup of ring endomorphisms
of R with 0R adjoined. A function <f>: R-> End0 R (a -> 4>a) is said to be a coupling map of R
if <£0 = 0R and (t>a°4>b = 0O^.6, for all a, beR.

2. Results. Let H be a field and T an arbitrary but fixed automorphism of H, T^ IH.
T induces an automorphism T* on H((x)), the field of formal power series over H; that is,

for a = £a ,x ' 6 t f ( (x ) ) , aT*= £(a,)7x'. The mapping cj>: / /((*)) -> Endo<ff((x)), + , •>
h h
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given by
\*(T*fw, a * 0,

0 , a = 0,

where S(ct) = Orda ( = smallest index for which a, ^ 0), is a coupling map for H((x)) and
therefore (see [3], p. 6) <//((*)), +, <>> is a near-field. We recall that the multiplication o is
given by

0 , J? = 0,

CO

Thus, if a = Yfli*' a n d ° ^ P = llPi***then a°P = .
r ( r I

Kerby [2] has shown that <//((*)), +, o> is a near-field with property (P).
In particular, let H be the field k(x) of rational functions in one indeterminate over a field

k of characteristic zero. Let T: fc(x) -• k(x) be the automorphism of k(x) given by * -»x+1.
We denote the coupled near-field <&(*)( (0), +. °> by F. We proceed to show that [F: K(F)]
is not finite.

OO

LEMMA Let a = Jjxit
ie F; then a. e K(F) if and only ifaiT=o<ifor all i.

h

Proof IfaeK(F), then a<>(l + /) = aol+aof = a + <xot. Hence ao(l + r) = a.(1 + 0 =
00 00 00

<x+Jjx,Tt'+1, which in turn implies that £ a ' / ' + 1 = £a i27l + 1. Thus a, = a ^ for all /. Con-
h h h

versely, if this is the case, then, for all neZ, <xtT" = a,. Hence uop = a./? for all PeF, and so
aeK(F).

COROLLARY. Let a = £a|/'e.F; thenaeK(F)ifandonlyifx,ek,foralli.
h

Proof Let qek(x), q=f(x)lg(x), where f{x), g(x)ek[x], g(x)^0; we may assume
without loss of generality that g.c.d. {f(x), g(x)} = 1. We must verify that qT = q is equivalent
to qek. Clearly qek implies that qT = q. Conversely,/(x)/^(x) =f(x+ l)jg(x+1) implies that
f(x)g{x+ \)=f(x+ \)g{x). Hence f(x) \f(x+1) and so f(x+1) = //(*), where reAr. Let

00

f(x)= Yfii*1' w n e r e fl
n^0- Assume that « ^ 1. From f(x+l) = r/(x), by equating the

i = 0

coefficients of x" and x"+i, one obtains

(i) an = ran,

(ii) ««„ + «„_! = ran_!.
From (i), r = 1, since an ̂  0. But then, from (ii), nan = 0, which is a contradiction since k is of
characteristic zero. Hence/(x) = aoek. If a0 = 0, then qek. If a0 # 0, we obtain #(JC) =
g(x+1) and then find that g(x) = boek. Hence qek, as desired.

Since k(x) is a simple transcendental extension of k, [k{x): k] = oo. Let 5 = {6U | ae A}
be a basis for k{x) over £:. Since i?£ A:(x), we have 5 s k(x)((t)). For any finite subset
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{fc«f|/= l,2,. . . ,r} of B, let 0 = hjl + baj2+ ... +bajr, where fteK(F), i = 1,2,....r.
00

Henceft = Xflj';» fl;e£• F ° r e a C n j^h = min{Af11 = 1,2 r},

O = baia) + bX2aj + ... + bara
rj

and since [A:(x) : k] = oo, we have a'j = 0 for i = 1,2,..., r and ally. Hence B is an independent
set over K(F) and consequently [F: /sT(F)] ^ [yt(x) : K(F)] = oo.

We have established the following

THEOREM. There exist Veblen- Wedderburn systems having infinite dimension over their left
operator skew-fields.
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